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khan
VERTICAL STUDIO
Redevelopment Proposals for a Brownfield Site on the Chicago River, North Branch

Hinman Cave
Mark Cottee, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Pegah Eghbalzad, Georgia Tech SoA
Travis Riderbaugh, Lord Aeck Sargent
Patricia Samardzis, Georgia Tech SoA
Holden Spaht, square feet studio
Paul Steed, Georgia Tech SoA
Maria Velasquez, Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects

marratt
VERTICAL STUDIO
Materializing Identity
Hinman Hammock & Upper Gallery
Liber Andreadis, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Brian Bell, BLDGS
Benji Flowers, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Nassim Jafarz-Naimi, Design and Social Interaction Studio, Digital Media Program
Jen Pindyck, Partner, dsnwrk
Jihan Sherman, REDBANANA INC
Lars Spuybroek, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Jeff Yancey, Bellfounder Inc.

peponis
VERTICAL STUDIO
Re-inhabiting Retail at the Urban Core
Bridge: Arch East
George Johnston, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Paul Della Maggiora, Sr. Director for Systems Engineering, NCR Retail
John Moores, Semmler
Kevin O’Neal, Systems Engineering, Sr. Manager, NCR Retail
Christopher Rawlins, President, Rawlins Design Incorporated
Moses Waindi, Senior Associate, EYP/Stanley, Beaman & Sears
Claire Weiss, Principal, WXY, Portman Visiting Critic

afsari + swarts
VERTICAL STUDIO
Natural Resource Harvesting for Child Care Center
Hinman Hammock & Upper Gallery
Robert Anderson, Vice President of Integrated Practice, Vectorworks
Jeffrey Collins, PhD Candidate, Georgia Tech SoA
Michael Gamble, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Tyrone Marshall, Research and Design Applications Manager, Perkins+Will
Atten Post, Architecture, Perkins+Will
Dennis Sheid, Director, Digital Building Lab
Pegah Zamari, Assistant Professor, Kennesaw State University

economou
VERTICAL STUDIO
Shaping Justice
Bridge: Arch East
Robert Anshunis, AIA, RA Program Manager, Office of Project Delivery, GSA
Tim Hsu, PhD, Visiting Assistant Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Heather Ligler, AIA, PhD Candidate, Georgia Tech SoA
Ronok Nicholas , AIA, NCARB, Senior Architect, Principal, DLR Group, Orlando FL
Todd Orr, AIA, NCARB, Senior Architect, Principal, DLR Group, Orlando FL
Christopher Rawlins, President, Rawlins Design Incorporated

baerlecken
SOPHOMORE
INTERIORITIES
Crow’s Nest & 2nd Floor Atrium Arch West
Laura Hollengreen, Georgia Tech SoA
Amy Landesberg, Amy Landesberg Architects
John Peponis, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Clare Weiss, Principal, WXY, Portman Visiting Critic
Katherine Wright, Visiting Assistant Professor, Georgia Tech SoA

kaseman
Tristan Al-Haddad, Formations Studio
Sonit Bafna, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Julie Beckman, Principal, KBAS
Jude LeBlanc, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA

rinehart
Harris Dimitropoulos, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Jihan Sherman, REDBANANA INC
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leiblanc
FRESHMAN STUDIO
A New Research/Education Facility for The Marine Institute of Sapelo Island, Georgia
Crow’s Nest & 2nd Floor
Atrium Arch West
Thanos Economou, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Christopher Rawlins, President, Rawlins Design Incorporated

yocum
CORE II
The Logics of Architectural Design
Hinman Cave
Brian Bell, BLDGS
Ellen Dunham-Jones, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Benji Flowers, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Keith Kaseman, Principal, KBAS; Georgia Tech SoA
John Peponis, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA

pearsall
FRESHMAN STUDIO
A New Research/Education Facility for The Marine Institute of Sapelo Island, Georgia
Crow’s Nest & 2nd Floor
Atrium Arch West
Chen Feng, PhD Candidate, Georgia Tech SoA
Laura Hollengreen, Georgia Tech SoA
Harris Dimitropoulos, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA

wright
Daniel Baerleck, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Victor Body Lawson, Principal, Body Lawson Associates
Jihan Sherman, REDBANANA INC

final reviews
JURY WEEK
SPRING 2017

portman visiting critic

weisz | cuttle | bafna | johnston | pindyck | rudolph

CORE II
The Logics of Architectural Design
Hinman Cave
Ellen Dunham-Jones, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Benji Flowers, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA

Ruth Dusseau, Artist, Photographer, Filmmaker
Merrill Elam, Principal, Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects
Jackson Kane, Principal, Lord Aeck Sargent
Kyle Kessler, Center for Civic Innovation

Wesley Brown, Sr. Project Manager, Planning & Capital Projects, Central Atlanta Progress
Karen Gravel, AIA, Principal, Lord Aeck Sargent
Christopher Rawlins, President, Rawlins Design Incorporated
Matt Vyasberg, Architect & Developer, JPX Works
Jim Winer, AIA, Principal, Make3 Architecture/Planning/Design
weisz | portman visiting critic
cottle | studio coordinator
bafna
johnston
pindyck
rudolph
PORTMAN STUDIO

Human Resources:
Working and Living in the City
Hinman: West, North & Northeast Walls
Claire Weiss, Principal, WXY; Portman Visiting Critic
Farida Abu Bakare, Architect, HOK
Gordon R. Beckman, Principal and Design Director, John Portman and Associates
Billie Faircloth, Principal, Kieran Timberlake
Ryan Gravel, Founder, Spilitch
Keith Kaseman, Principal, KBAS, Georgia Tech SoA
Keith Krumwiede, Associate Professor, NJIT
Victor Body Lawson, Principal, Body Lawson Associates
Walter Miller, Principal and Design Director, John Portman and Associates

dagenghart
D+R
Learning from Savannah: Buttermilk Bottom - Atlanta As It Might Have Been
Hinman: Studio East Gallery
Cassie Branum, Perkins+Will
Thomas Debo, CE, Emeritus Prof. SCARP
Ellen Dunham-Jones, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Jessica Florez, Perkins+Will
Caleb Rascio, TSW
John Skach, Perkins+Will
Jeff Williams, Perkins+Will
Roy Wroth, Director of the Chattanooga Downtown Design Center

simmons
D+R
Seoul Accelerator
Hinman Cave
Brian Belt, BLDGS
John Peponis, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Jen Pindyck, Partner, dsnwrk
Pierluca Maffey, Principal, John Portman Associates

spuybroek
D+R
The Networked Skyscraper
Bridge: Arch East
Bill Cotta, Georgia Tech Research Institute
Jude LeBlanc, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Thanos Economou, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Thomas Feli, ThyssenKrupp
Scott Marble, Chair, Georgia Tech SoA
Marisabel Marratt, PhD Candidate, Georgia Tech SoA
Stuart Romm, Professor of the Practice, Georgia Tech SoA

gamble
D+R
High Performance Urban Housing
Hinman Hammock & Upper Gallery
Fried Anderson, Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Kevin Bacon, AIA, AICP, LEED AP, Director, Atlanta City Studio
Robert Cain, FAIA, LEED AP
Jason Brown, Assistant Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Dagnor Epsten, FAIA, LEED Fellow, President and CEO, PlanAPlanet LLC, and Managing Partner, Epsten Properties LLC
Russell Gentry, Associate Professor, Georgia Tech SoA
Vanessa Lina, Urban Designer, City of Atlanta Design Studio
Greg Ramsey, Principal, Village Habitat Design
Kasia Zycinska, Associate Creative Director, Gamble and Gamble Creative

yang
D+R
Tokyo Smart City Studio: A Tokyo 2020 Olympics Site at Misono
Eco-Urban Studio: Arch East
Avin Balfour, Former Dean and Professor of Architecture, Georgia Tech SoA
Michael Chang, Deputy Director, Brook Byers Institute of Sustainable Systems
John Crittenden, Director, Brook Byers Institute of Sustainable Systems
Ellen Do, Professor, Georgia Tech Industrial Design
Dennis Shelden, Director, Digital Building Lab

SPRING 2017